
Secure Messaging 
App for Law Firms

DOWNLOAD AND TRY FOR FREE!

The EIE Legal app includes a free 
download and five free message 

threads. Once you start and send the 
sixth message thread, you will 

receive a notification that your trial 
period has ended and you will be 

charged $4.99/month. 

Given today’s technological landscape, 
it’s no surprise that clients want to 
communicate as easily with their 
lawyers as they do with everyone else – 
text messaging. Given the options 
currently on the market, and clients’ 
increased demand for efficiency, many 
firms are turning to existing messaging 
options like imessage. Those 
unencrypted messaging platforms 
simply do not meet the necessary legal 
standards and leave law firms highly 
vulnerable to costly lawsuits and 
hackers. 

A platform like Encrypted Information 
Exchange provides lawyers and clients 
not only with end-to-end encryption but 
also a full archive of all conversations 
and documents, making sure your 
communications are always secure, 
always transparent, and always 
recorded.  
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EIE Legal is an encrypted messaging app designed for attorneys and law firms. EIE Legal 
provides complete privacy and gives users an efficient, encrypted means of communication with 
clients, staff and fellow attorneys.  EIE Legal functions just like the texting and email technologies 
clients are already familiar with, providing a quick transition to EIE Legal. 

Right now, many small and medium law firms are leaving themselves highly vulnerable to costly 
lawsuits by using non-secure communication channels to conduct business with their clients. 
Existing messaging apps don’t create a archived record of conversations – leaving firms vulnerable 
to future complaints and lawsuits from clients.  EIE Legal allows users to print off archived 
records. The difference with our app is the “encrypted transparency.” TM

Protect Yourself with “Encrypted Transparency” TM

Seamlessly communicate on an encrypted platform that 
automatically creates an archived record of all conversations. 

The EIE Legal app 
provides encrypted 
mobile 
communication 
that you control. 

Users can 
confidently share 
confidential texts, 
notes, photos, 
videos, Microsoft 
Office and PDF 
documents.

Learn more at EncryptedInfoEx.com

ENCRYPTED 
SOLUTIONS TO LEGAL 
COMMUNICATIONS. 

In order to take every step possible to protect your communications with your clients, you need to 
choose a messaging platform that has end-to-end encryption and archiving technology, meaning 
the platform prevents itself from seeing any content you create or receive but stores it all for you 
to access at any time.  


